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ABSTRACT
Intelligent Marine Diesel Engines have been state of the art main engines employed by value-added new ship including large container vessel. For intelligent marine diesel engines, it is clear that the very low exhaust gas temperature after the turbocharger has lead to the impracticable installation of traditional WHR systems—ordinary Rankine Cycle (RC) conceptual waste heat recovery system and Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) conceptual waste heat recovery system—onboard. To deal with this dilemma, the way out is obtained from the increased exhaust gas temperature by integrating power turbine into WHR systems. Therefore, Thermo Efficiency System (TES system proposed by MAN B&W), TES-Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) system and TES-Screw Expander Generator (SEG) system have been developed to improve such vessels energy efficiency. In this paper, thermodynamic models for TES, TES-ORC and TES-SEG matching 10S90ME of MAN B&W—a typical intelligent marine diesel engine—are derived and numerically calculated. Numerical results indicate that the above three systems are more feasible than traditional WHR systems. Though the total power yield of TES-ORC system is the highest, TES system and TES-SEG system are more advantageous for their system simplicity and safety consideration.

1. INTRODUCTION
According to Part 1, the very low exhaust gas temperature after turbochargers brings a dilemma to install traditional WHR systems—ordinary Rankine Cycle (RC) conceptual waste heat recovery system and Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) conceptual waste heat recovery system—for intelligent marine diesel engine onboard.

MAN B&W developed Thermo Efficiency System (TES) to overcome such weakness of intelligent marine diesel engines [1]. The principle of TES is to redistribute the exhaust gas heat from high amount/low temperature to low amount/high temperature—with changed timing and exhaust gas bypass—which increases the exergy of the exhaust gas heat. TES construction consists of a large exhaust gas boiler, steam turbine, power turbine, generator, condenser, feed water pump, pipes, and control systems. A certain amount of exhaust gas for the power turbine (up to 12% of the total exhaust gas amount at 100% SMCR, Specified Maximum Continuous Rating) is bypassed to increase mixed exhaust gas temperature to higher level up to 50℃, reduction of total exhaust gas amount is approximately 13% and excess fuel consumption is up to 1.8%. Both single-pressure steam system and dual-pressure steam system can be employed as exhaust gas boiler and steam systems. Total electric power production of the two systems is approximately 8.5% and 9.5% of the main engine power output, respectively. However, TES system is rather expensive, and its payback time depends very much on the size of the main engine and the trade pattern (main engine load and ambient temperatures) of the ships. Payback time varies from 5 years to 12 years. Therefore, the installation of the TES is normally only relevant for the large merchant ships, such as the large container vessels.

Another selection to recover heat from low grade waste heat sources is Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) method. WHR ORC applications on both large and small scale are reported in published literatures[2-14]. References[2-5] mainly focused on ORC working fluid selection and pointed that ORC cycle efficiency is very sensitive to working fluid evaporating pressure. References[6-9] discussed several ORC cycle design and embodiment. References[10-12] focused on performance analysis of ORC systems and cycles, such as thermodynamic and thermo-economic optimization, modeling and dynamic simulation. However, the study of WHR ORC applied on ship is not that much. Yalcin Durmusoglu et al.[13] theoretically designed an energy saving and power solution using WHR ORC for a container ship, proposed three performance analysis criterion, but they did not discuss appropriate organic fluids for marine WHR ORC use and did not do thermodynamic optimization and thermo-economic analysis. Guoqiang Yue et al.[14] designed a marine Diesel engine waste heat recovery system with Organic Rankine Cycle, gave out the first law and second law analysis results and designed the most important components for ORC system—steam turbine.

This paper proposes three most promising conceptual WHR design—TES(Thermo Efficiency System, proposed by MAN B&W), TES-ORC(in which takes Organic Rankine Cycle instead of Rankine Cycle) and TES-SEG(in which
employs screw-expander-generator instead of steam-turbine-generator) WHR system—for a typical intelligent marine diesel engine, i.e. 10S90ME of MAN B&W, which may be the first choice of main engine for 10 000 TEU container vessels—to deal with the dilemma of impracticable installation of traditional WHR systems onboard. Corresponding thermodynamic models are derived and system performance analysis and comparison are further carried out. Meanwhile, this paper also does feasibility analysis on WHR system for 10S90ME of MAN B&W marine diesel engine installed on large ships and some constructive suggestions are given.

2. BASIC PERFORMANCE DATA OF THE TARGET INTELLIGENT MARINE DIESEL ENGINE—10S90ME OF MAN B&W—AFTER ADOPTING TES METHOD

Exhaust gas temperature after turbocharger and amount of intelligent marine diesel engine—10S90ME of MAN B&W—after adopting TES method—is shown in Figure 1. The temperature is 283.8°C and the amount of the exhaust gas at NCR (85%SMCR) is 36,593 kg/h. Specific Fuel Oil Consumption (SFOC) is shown in Figure 2. Compared with standard engine (without adopting TES method), exhaust gas temperature increases 60°C and the amount of exhaust gas decreases 90,149 kg/h at NCR and SFOC increases 1.8%.

The essence of TES method is to increase exhaust gas temperature which inevitably increases SFOC slightly. Three most promising conceptual WHR design—TES, TES-ORC and TES-SEG WHR system—are all based on TES method. TES and TES-ORC WHR system diagram is shown in Figure 3 and Figure 6, respectively. Temperature profiles of the exhaust gas and steam/water in the exhaust gas boiler for TES WHR system are shown in Figure 4. T-S diagram for TES and TES-ORC WHR system is shown in Figure 5 and Figure 7, respectively. Power turbine output is shown in Figure 8. Power turbine output is 1924 KW at NCR.

In this paper, detailed thermodynamic models have been built. TES WHR system has the same formulae with ordinary Rankine Cycle (RC) conceptional waste heat recovery system and TES—ORC WHR system has the same formulae with Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) conceptional waste heat recovery system (see Part 1). TES—SEG WHR system employs screw-expander-generator instead of steam-turbine-generator in MAN B&W TES. Screw expander generator is an alternative to steam turbine generator. The working fluid in screw expander could be saturated steam, saturated liquid and even unsaturated liquid and it does not occur liquid hammering while liquid hammering may occur in steam turbine so that there is no need to use superheated steam while using screw expander. Therefore, saturated steam is used in TES—SEG WHR system and there is no superheater so that no superheated steam is yielded. TES—SEG WHR system has the formulae mostly the same with ordinary Rankine Cycle (RC) conceptional waste heat recovery system. Readers could obtain the formulae easily while erasing Formulae of Superheater from the formulae of ordinary Rankine Cycle (RC) conceptional waste heat recovery system.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Thermodynamic optimization and exergy analysis

The objective function of thermodynamic optimization, optimization method, and organic fluid selection have been studied in Part 1.

Table 1 shows the thermodynamic optimization and exergy loss results for TES, TES-ORC and TES-SEG WHR systems. It is clear that TES-ORC WHR system has more power output than TES and TES-SEG WHR system. R245fa is the most powerful candidate followed closely by R123 and the optimized evaporation temperature is 153.5 ℃ (very near critical temperature 154.1 ℃) for R245fa and is 183.7 ℃ (critical temperature) for R123. TES and TES-SEG system have the relatively lowest power output and TES-SEG system has the mostly similar performance with TES system.

In this paper, exergy of scavenge air is considered one part of exergy entering the exhaust gas boiler while the other is exergy of exhaust gas. For TES-ORC systems, exergy analysis results show that R245fa is the most effective candidate to recover waste heat from scavenge air followed closely by HFE7000. Exergy loss consists of exhaust gas boiler exergy loss, turbine exergy loss and condenser exergy loss. For exhaust gas boiler exergy loss, HFE7000 is the biggest and R113 is smallest. For turbine exergy loss, R245fa is the biggest and R113 is the smallest. For condenser exergy loss, HFE7000 is the biggest and R141B is the smallest. Therefore, HFE7000 has the biggest total exergy loss percentage followed by R245fa and the smallest is R141B.

Compared with TES and TES-SEG systems, TES-ORC systems have relatively higher exergy loss percentages. Also, only candidate R113 has the condensation pressure lower than ambient pressure and it means vacuum state needed in condenser the same with TES and TES-SEG systems and it will increase the cost. Therefore, in TES-ORC system, R245fa is chosen as the working fluid.

According to the above analysis, R245fa is the most promising candidate used in TES-ORC system because it could recover the most waste heat from exhaust gas and scavenge air and its exergy loss percentage is not the biggest and its condensation pressure is higher than ambient pressure so that no vacuum state needed in condenser.

The container ship studied operates in CSO conditions about 200 days per year. The average number of the refrigerated containers is 450 and each one consumes about 11.4KW electricity with 64% loading rate. The total electricity consumption of the refrigerated containers is 5130 KW, the daily electricity consumption is 2000KW and therefore the total electricity consumption onboard is 7130KW. The ship should install 4×2820KW diesel generators without any WHR system. In this case, three diesel generators operate normally while the left as standby. For TES, TES-SEG and TES-ORC system, total power output is slightly lower or higher than 5000KW so that a generator with the capacity 5000KW is needed. Therefore, the evaporation temperature of R245fa should be decreased so that its total power output could be lower than 5000KW and this will also do good to avoid the supercritical state in evaporator and in turbine. Also, at the range of 130-153.5 ℃ for R245fa, the higher the evaporation temperature, the bigger the total power output. 145 ℃ has been chosen as the
evaporation temperature while the total power output is 4990KW.

Table 1 Thermodynamic optimization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TES</th>
<th>TES-SEG</th>
<th>TES-ORC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R113</td>
<td>R123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>KW</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w_{net}$</td>
<td>2480</td>
<td>2487</td>
<td>2720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{eva}$ °C</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>202.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{crit}$ °C</td>
<td>374</td>
<td>374</td>
<td>214.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{con}$ MPa</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.0681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$w_{net}$ KW</td>
<td>4404</td>
<td>4411</td>
<td>4644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_{in}$ Kg/h</td>
<td>13434</td>
<td>15112</td>
<td>220517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{g}$ KW</td>
<td>4630</td>
<td>4684</td>
<td>4180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{total}$ KW</td>
<td>4630</td>
<td>4684</td>
<td>5959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta E_B$ KW</td>
<td>929.9</td>
<td>964.7</td>
<td>1666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta E_T$ KW</td>
<td>423.8</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>435.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta E_C$ KW</td>
<td>267.7</td>
<td>279.1</td>
<td>561.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_{pp}$ KW</td>
<td>3.256</td>
<td>3.663</td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$W_T$ KW</td>
<td>2483</td>
<td>2490</td>
<td>2958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{sat,steam}$ KW</td>
<td>528</td>
<td>528</td>
<td>528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\frac{\Delta E_B + \Delta E_T + \Delta E_C}{E_{total}}$ %</td>
<td>35.02</td>
<td>35.63</td>
<td>44.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Thermodynamic performance analysis

The main engine 10S90ME is assumed to be installed on a 10 00TEU container ship. The saturated steam flow rate for heating service is 2 500Kg/h. Condenser is cooled by sea water. Subcooled condition occurred in condenser. The subcooling temperature of condenser is 1°C. Sea water inlet temperature is 26°C, sea water outlet temperature is 31°C. The following results and discussion are all based on CSO conditions (85%SMCR) and for TES-ORC WHR system, R245fa—most promising candidate—is selected.

Turbine power output. Turbine power output in TES and TES-ORC system is shown in Figure 9. When main engine load is lower than 50%SMCR, the temperature and mass flow rate of exhaust gas are both low and exhaust gas bypass valve will be closed so that exhaust gas boiler could work normally. Therefore, no matter TES or TES-ORC system, they only work together with main engine when the load is higher than 50% SMCR. With the main engine load increasing, turbine power output increase sharply. It is clear that at 50%—100% load range, turbine power output in TES-ORC WHR system is bigger than that in TES WHR system.

Exhausted electricity by pump. Exhausted electricity by pump in TES and TES-ORC system is shown in Figure 10. Due to the almost uncompressible characteristic of water, the very small scale of exhausted electricity by pump in TES WHR system could be neglected. However, the sharp increase in TES-ORC WHR system is so big that it could not be neglected.

Net power output. Net power output in TES and TES-ORC system is shown in Figure 11. Net power output means turbine power output minus exhausted electricity by pump. It is clear that at 50%—100% load range, net power output in TES-ORC WHR system is bigger than that in TES WHR system.

Figure 9 Turbine power output variation with main engine load

Figure 10 Exhausted electricity by pump variation with main engine load

Figure 11 Net power output variation with main engine load
Total power output. Total power output variation with main engine load is shown in Figure 12. Total power output means net power output plus power turbine power output. It is clear that at 50%—100% load range, total power output in TES-ORC WHR system is bigger than that in TES WHR system.

Evaporation temperature influence on total power output in TES-ORC WHR system. The influence of evaporation temperature on total power output is shown in Figure 13. At 130℃—153.5℃ evaporation temperature range, net power output varies from 4 913KW to 5 052KW. It shows that net power output increases 5.91KW with per evaporation temperature increase.

Exhaust gas exit temperature. Exhaust gas exit temperature in TES and TES-ORC system variation with main engine load is shown in Figure 14. At 50%—100% load range, the exhaust gas exit temperature are both higher than 166℃ so that the risk of condensed sulfuric acid could be avoided.

Heat recovery efficiency. Heat recovery efficiency of in TES and TES-ORC system is shown in Figure 15. The minimum—47.39%、42.02%—occurs at 73%-74%SMCR、74%SMCR for in TES and TES-ORC system, respectively. Heat recovery efficiency means the ratio of the actual temperature drop (between boiler inlet and boiler outlet) and the theoretical temperature drop (between boiler inlet and ambient). At specific main engine load, boiler inlet temperature is constant, so that a higher heat recovery efficiency means a higher actual temperature drop between boiler inlet and outlet and more exhaust gas waste heat is recovered. It is clear that TES system could recover more exhaust gas waste heat.

3.3 Feasibility analysis

According to the above thermodynamic performance analysis, total power output in TES and TES-ORC system in CSO conditions is 4 404KW and 4 990KW, respectively. Total power output by TES and TES-ORC system are much more than the rated capacity—2 820KW of per diesel generator. It means that one diesel generator could be displaced by WHR system, and the cost of diesel generators could be cut down. Therefore, with TES or TES-ORC WHR system, the ship could install 3×2 820KW diesel generators with one operating normally while the other two as standby.

3.4 Payback time

The container ship operates in CSO conditions about 200 days per year. Total electricity requirement onboard is 7 130KW. Total power output in TES and TES-ORC system in CSO conditions is 4 404KW and 4 990KW, respectively.
Therefore, after adopting TES and TES-ORC system, diesel generator power output will be reduced from 7130KW to 2726KW and 2140KW, i.e. only one diesel generator operates normally. Table 2 shows fuel oil cost calculation results.

The current average fuel oil price is 750$/t, suppose the cost of TES and TES-ORC system are the same—90 000$, the annual net income ratio is 6%, and Figure 16 shows payback time variation with fuel oil price. In this analysis, only total saved fuel oil cost has been taken into account while saved maintenance cost and saved lubricating oil cost have been neglected. According to Figure 16, for TES and TES-ORC system, the payback time is approximately 4.4years and 3.7years. Though the cost of TES and TES-ORC system is very expensive, the higher average fuel oil price makes the payback time less than five years. Container ship has long-period service life—normally 25years, and it is clear that the installation of TES and TES-ORC system will bring huge benefits to the ship owners as long as the average fuel oil price is high.

4. CONCLUSION

- TES-ORC system has a better performance than TES and TES-SEG system while TES and TES-SEG system have the mostly similar performance;
- The most promising candidate for TES-ORC system is R245fa and the designed evaporation temperature is 145℃;
- Total power output in TES and TES-ORC system are both more than the rated capacity—2 820KW of per diesel generator so that one diesel generator could be replaced;
- TES and TES-ORC system are theoretically and actually practicable;
- The payback time of TES and TES-ORC system are both less than 5years and will bring huge benifits to the ship owners as long as the average fuel oil price is high.

6. REFERENCES


| Nomenclature | ex | exh | exh,B | exh,in | exh,out | ex | g1 | g2 | g3 | g4 | heating | hw | net | ORC | pp | pre | sat | sh | sup | T | 0 | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | . | " |
exhaust gas | exhaust gas boiler | exhaust gas at boiler inlet | exhaust gas at boiler outlet | exit | exhaust gas at superheater inlet | exhaust gas at evaporator inlet | exhaust gas at economizer inlet | exhaust gas at economizer outlet | heating service onboard | hot well | net electric power of waste heat recovery system | ORC system | working fluid pump | preheater | saturated | superheated | superheated | steam turbine | reference state | superheater outlet state | expander outlet state | expander outlet isentropic state | saturated working fluid state at condensing pressure | condenser outlet state | pump outlet state |

**Greek symbols**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ex</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>pp</th>
<th>s</th>
<th>sat</th>
<th>sh</th>
<th>sup</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>0</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>boiler exergy loss coefficient</td>
<td>turbine exergy loss coefficient</td>
<td>condenser exergy loss coefficient</td>
<td>pump exergy loss coefficient</td>
<td>efficiency</td>
<td>exhaust gas boiler efficiency considering the radiation loss</td>
<td>boiler exergy efficiency</td>
<td>turbine exergy efficiency</td>
<td>condenser exergy efficiency</td>
<td>pump exergy efficiency</td>
<td>heat recovery efficiency</td>
<td>pump efficiency</td>
<td>turbine isentropic efficiency</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Subscripts**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>amb</th>
<th>back</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>B1</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ambient air</td>
<td>back pressure of steam turbine</td>
<td>exhaust gas boiler</td>
<td>part of saturated water from the boiler</td>
<td>condenser</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>